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What is OxsTribe?
Oxs Tribe is the World's first digital and physical
community membership NFT collection.
OxsTribe holders are privileged members of the Coinoxs Ecosystem.

OxsTribe members can use Oxs Connect Hubs that will open in
Istanbul, Dubai, Seoul, Miami and other major cities.
Oxs Connect Hubs has open offices, meeting rooms, Nft Galleries,
Event halls and with cafes inside. It is a physical and digital platform
where members can work and socialize, create teams, develop
projects and have fun with special events.

Those who HODL OxsTribe NFTs will be eligible to participate 
in the OxsDao token airdrop

Who is Coinoxs?

Coinoxs is an innovative technology company that provides blockchain-based
services for organizations, companies, growing startups and enthusiasts.

2019

Coinoxs Blockchain Technologies was established in Istanbul
Teşvikiye Office.

2020

Coinoxs Lab Ukraine was established.

Safe, Oxs Api and Explorer product development processes started.

Coinoxs became the Turkey Distributor of Ledger.


2021

2022

OxsWallet Crypto Wallet application development process started.

Coinoxs OU was established in Tallin, Estonia.

Decentraland Oxs Connect land and infrastructure investments have
been completed.

Explorer and KYT platforms went live.

OxsConnect Decentraland Event Hub opened.

OxsFix, OxsBuild brands were established.

Preliminary work has started for the OxsTribe NFT Project.

How are OxsTribe
NFTs Distributed?
The distribution of the OxsTribe collection which consist 10 000 unique NFT
works of art, will be spread for 2500 marketing budget and team and the
rest of 7500 will be spread for whitelist members to free mint

Why Did We Decide For Free Mint?
Our most important mission is to develop products and projects that
facilitate the integration of blockchain technologies into daily life and
enable them to be used safely. In line with this mission, we bring new
capabilities to future technology and support promising blockchain-based
initiatives. In OxsConnect Hubs, which are open to anyone who wants to
take part in the blockchain world, we distribute our new generation
community NFT’s as free mints so that more people can benefit from the
Oxs ecosystem with confidence. We welcome everyone who wants to
contribute to the spread of blockchain technologies and have a say in the
future decisions of the Oxs Ecosystem to join the OxsTribe community!

What are OxsTribe  
Nft Privileges?
OXS Tribe is an important part of the giant ecosystem that Coinoxs has
started to build. The golden key to accessing Coinoxs products and
services is to have an OXS Tribe NFT. Privileges will start with the OXS
Connect Hub free access, with an entrance ticket to virtual events in
the OXS Connect area in Decentraland. Oxs Connect App, on the other
hand, is an application where events and community members can
socialize and create events and business networks.
 
Oxs Tribe NFT holders will become elite members of the OXS DAO and
benefit from the OXS Token Airdrop, apart from free VIP access to the
above services. The goal of Oxs Dao is to bring everyone who
contributes to blockchain as investors, users and developers under one
roof. Community ideas will always be taken into account and detailed
information about updates to the project's roadmap will be provided
through these platforms.


What are the OxsTribe  
NFT Rarities?
Rarities of the OxsTribe NFTs change depending on
the specific attributes that they possess. The scarcity
of your NFT is determined algorithmically by utilizing
the metadata of each individual piece.
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